The motion of a charged pointlike relativistic particle under the action of a given force field plus a random electromagnetic radiation is studied. It is assumed that the given force field alone should produce a multiply periodic motion, which is perturbed by the action of both the random radiation and the reaction damping. The random radiation is represented by a stochastic process and an equation is obtained for the equilibrium probability density of the particle in phase space. In the particular case of a random radiation with Rayleigh-Jeans spectrum, it is shown that the stationary solution, corresponding to radiation-matter equilibrium, is given by the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution.
I. INTRODUCTION
The derivation of the classical blackbody spectrum (Rayleigh-Jeans law) was made between 1900 and 1905 with the works of Rayleigh, Einstein, and Jeans, In the years that followed, Einstein himself and others studied different models to obtain the classical spectral law, a subject extremely important because the disagreement of that law with empirical evidence was historically the origin of the quantum revolution. ' The subject was considered to be definitely settled in 1924 with the work of Van Vleck. However, strangely enough, all papers dealt with nonrelativistic theory. Recently, Boyer has claimed that a classical relativistic treatment leads to a contradiction between the Rayleigh-Jeans law for thermal radiation and the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution. The purpose of this paper is to report a consistent relativistic derivation which proves that the Rayleigh-Jeans law does indeed lead to the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution. It is interesting to note that a similar situation has arisen with the quantal law. In fact, Boyer also claimed that there was a contradiction between quantum theory, relativity, and statistical mechanics, which has been shown to be not true.
The We wish to study the motion of a charged point particle (i.e. , structureless} interacting with an electromagnetic radiation field. We assume that there are other forces, besides the ones of the radiation field, acting upon the particle. We shall consider conservative forces satisfying the following conditions: (i) The potential increases at infinity quickly enough.
(ii) Under the action of this potential alone, the motion should be multiply periodic.
With respect to the first condition, it is true that the usual potentials do not fulfil it, but, when we consider equilibrium with radiation, we must take the system as being enclosed in some "box", which is equivalent to putting Although we consider here deterministic forces which derive from a velocity-independent potential, it is straightforward to generalize to potentials which depend linearly on the velocities, provided that we use the canonical momentum of the deter-
The fields E( r, t) and 8( r, t) provide the thermal bath in which our system is immersed, and they will be considered random fields whose statistical properties will be stated below.
Finally, the last term is the damping due to the radiation reaction. The Lorentz-Dirac expression used in Equation ( (2.8) where n w means g n;w; and n; is an integer. f(r, p)= g f""exp i g w;n; l W n l w n n, n e/w 'n (2. 8')
The proof is trivial starting with (2.8 ah", . 6 ah"WC, (g-", -u
T represents the following operation on a function P( g } of the phase-space variables:
The physical meaning of T is an average over the deterministic orbit, keeping the value of the constants of motion h;.
In the case of a multiperiodic system T consists of an integration over the variables w, since
This last expression for T has been used in Eq. (2.10 We shall consider only g, the proof for h~b eing similar. We take the Fourier transform of g I ", Note that all quantities under the integral are calculated at time t' (except r, which is fixed). Let rt = g(t'}exp ico -[1 -p(t') n(r, t')], r -(t') C rt depends on t' through g and p, which are periodic functions of the ur; and, therefore, rt will be also a periodic function of the angle variables. Then, it is possible to construct a Fourier series expansion in the form rt = f ( r, w ( t') ) = g r7-"(r ) e' " ' ""' 
The correlations must be calculated from the expression (5.26) of the random force and the field correlations (2.5a) and (2.5b). A straightforward calculation gives where we have changed the notation of (2.5a ) and (2.5b ) to obtain one similar to the one of G&(q&). Hence, and from (5.27), we obtain 2 2+2
G2(y)= T f du f de f dQ cos r(r -r")--eiu 0 0 2c C X[qp (I rr ) P "+(-Pp r )(P P ")-(g P p")(P r )]). 
To do that, let us write (6.3) t [dl(P)(q p P)]=(q p P)dl(P)+(9 p P)di(P) (6.6) goes to zero, so that from (6.5), it follows (6.3).
Let us now prove that the first term of (6.2) r=gg"e'"'"~q p --gg"in;e'"'" 
where we have used (6.3). For y=w, gp = VpW) g~= g g "in cooi n; e' " ' " = c () Wi and dp 13(y) =d, (y) d3(p) =di(p'), because g "depends only on J;, J,and w whereas c00 depends only on J.
On the other hand, the function d i(y) is con- As an interesting byproduct, we have proven that in the Fokker-Planck equation, written in the form of the divergence of a current, the damping and the stochastic force appear separately. In fact, the damping gives rise to the drift and the stochastic force to the diffusion. Also, the diffusion matrix is symmetric, at least for the Rayleigh-Jeans spectrum and for any spectrum in the case of a central potential. The separation between drift and diffusion is due to the fact that the drift term is related to the dissipation of energy by the particle (this can be seen in V A) and the diffusion term is related to the increase in energy of the particle due to the background field, which will be seen more clearly in the second part of the paper.
Finally 
where 
choosing the coordinate axes such that OZ is in the direction of P, it turns out that p= 1 -P cos8 does not depend on y and also P"=Pz --0. Moreover, for any vector A, A.
Concerning the integration over the azimuthal angle qr, three kinds of terms appear in (A5):
(c) f dQ g (8) do=2y' di=2Py' co= Sy'(3+P'} ci= , y'Pc, = -,y'(1+3P'), b, =2y'(1+P'), b, = -,Py'(5+P'), b, = -,y'(1+5P'), b3 2Py'(1+P'} --.
Finally, substituting (A16) into (A9) and (A15) we obtain fdn h" g "(1 p r"')=~(p-q, . )-, y'+~(. P j, )(P P) , y.
+2m. (p g )P' , y +2m(P Pp-P)(P P) ', y ='-which is the relation we were looking for. The first term of the right-hand side of (C13) van- ishes as e -+0. For the second term we make an analysis similar to the one made above. Let
The integral in (Cl 1) is finite because xFi is continuous in [0, ao ) and goes to zero like 1/x as x goes to 00. The calculation of it will be made below. Now we are going to prove that the first derivative of P2 has a limit as e -+0. From (C7} we have g(x, u) = 1, (u}F,(x;11(u) We apply to the integrand of (C31), the mean value theorem, and obtain (C32)
5/e 5/e f Q(ex)F (x, II(ex))dx = f Q(0+)F (x;1)dx +e f dx x [Q(u)F, (x, ll(u))]
The last integral is finite when we put E=0 because the integrand is of order 1/x as x~ao. (5)) 5(1+vPII (5)) where the first term of the right-hand side of (C38) vanishes, as E -+0. Therefore 
We apply to that integrand the mean value theorem, and after the same arguments as in cases (a) 
The exp«ssions Ci and C2 will be calculated later. 
